OILFIELD
ACCESSORIES
Benoit manufactures and supplies a host of tubular accessories and downhole
tools for both offshore and onshore completions. Accessories are available in a
number of configurations and can be tailored to compliment your string design
or for resistence to downhole environments.

OILFIELD ACCESSORIES
OFFSHORE & ONSHORE

The BSS Sliding Sleeve incorporates a
nipple profile in the top sub component.

The design utilizes multiple
metal-to-metal seals.

Connecting customers to solutions is Benoit’s expertise. We have developed the capabilities in-house to better manufacture, makeup, and test downhole accessories and flow-control tools. Threaded with premium, semi-premium, or API connections, accessories
can be tailored to your string design and are available with wear-resistant, erosion, and corrosion protection coatings to combat
downhole environments.

PUP JOINTS
Pup joints are utilized in the string design to
land equipment and accessories at proper
depths by serving to adjust the length of
standard OCTG tubing or casing, as well as
safety valves, artificial lift tools, or any other
accessories in the string design. Profiled
pup joints offered up to 20′.

CROSSOVERS
Crossovers are generally designed with
varying connections allowing operators to
run multiple sizes or thread profiles in the
string design.

SUBS
Subs are small components of the tubing
string which are designed and manufactured
in various configurations, and are utilized for
many applications. Subs can be utilized as
saver subs, adapter subs, lift subs, crossover
subs, etc.

BLAST JOINTS
Blast joints are heavy-wall tubular accessories
that are run in the tubing string, typically
near perforations in the casing. The additional wall thickness acts to prevent failure
of the tubing string from erosion.

COMBO-JOINTS®
Combo-joints® are tubular accessories with
a heavy-wall portion, machined down to a
standard wall thickness for another portion.
Available in upper & lower configurations,
combo-joints eliminate a leak path and are
generally run above and below flow control
accessories to provide protection against
turbulence in the returns.

MISC. HANDLING TOOLS
• Lift nubbins & subs
• Bull Plugs
• Drifts & drift rabbits
• Wireline re-entry guides
• Mule shoes
• Stabbing Guides
• Adapters
• Swages

The BSS design calls for the bottom sub
component to have a polished seal bore.
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LANDING NIPPLES
Landing Nipples are downhole tools with an
internal locking profile and seal bore, designed
to receive industry standard locking mandrels
to seal off the tubing string.
• API Certified and monogrammed per API 14-L.
• Inspected 100% on CMM
• Fit-tested.
• Nipple certification provided to customer.
When the inner sleeve is shifted
open the milled slots align with the
ports on the outer body sub; when
closed, the ports of the inner sleeve
and outer sub are sealed off from
one another.

Flow control ports are precision
drilled into the body sub which allow
communication between the tubing
string and annulus when alligned.

SLIDING SLEEVES
The Benoit Sliding Sleeve (BSS) is a mechanically
actuated flow control valve that utilizes metal-tometal seals throughout the design, eliminating
any reliance on seal rings or thread compound
for sealing. The BSS is manufactured using hyper
13 chrome for the outer body components, and
17-4 PH stainless steel for the inner sleeve, to
minimize corrosion and galling when shifting.

TORQUE-TURN ASSEMBLY
Utilizing the latest hydraulic computer controlled torque units,
Benoit provides customers a 20,000 sq.ft. indoor space to
make up components into assemblies more than 100’ long and
up to 22” ODs.

INTERNAL PRESSURE TESTING
Benoit invested in 3 custom-designed testing enclosures (55’,
80’ and 110’ long) which were engineered to provide a safe
workplace while conducting internal pressure testing of downhole assemblies.
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